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Wedding Package Descriptions
The Essential Collection | $2675
All Strinni Studio wedding collections include a day of unlimited photography by Maria Strinni;
coverage time to be determined by mutual agreement between the couple and the
photographer. Coverage usually starts two hours before the ceremony but can begin with
the earliest pre-ceremony preparations. Coverage usually ends at the conclusion of the
reception, or when the photographer is released by the bride and groom.
Couples usually receive 800-1,500 high-resolution images provided on flash drive and full
copyrights to print and use their photographs.
A secure online photo gallery will be available for viewing and purchase by you and your
guests. Strinni Studio will supply tasteful gallery invitation cards for your guests to take home from
the reception. A password-protected web gallery allows guests to view and order photographs
one month after the wedding day.
You may add on any services, prints or albums from our a la carte menu at any time.

The Classic Collection | $3475
Couples receive a 40-page 9x13 Wedding Storybook with a premium cover. We will include
your preferences in page, design and cover styles as we create and present to you the wedding
album of your dreams. We’ll select your best shots to tell the story of your day and present the
design in a slideshow preview for your approval before the book is printed. Often referred to as a
“coffee table album,” this custom-bound book truly tells the story of your special day.

The Timeless Collection | $4275
In addition to the 40-page 9x13 Wedding Storybook, you receive two 8x12 Parent Albums
with dust jacket or hardback covers. These smaller clones are exact copies of your album design
and make great thank-you or holiday gifts.
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a la carte
Simply Stunning Portrait Booth | $675
A tremendous hit! Take what you know about the traditional “photo booth” offered by DJ services
and amateur photographers, and forget it. We have revamped the concept with our Portrait
Booth, professionally-lit and manned by our assistant photographer. We bring a snazzy backdrop
and props ranging from goofy to trendy so your guests have a blast while making a memento
from your big day. Our prints come in 4x6 or sets of two 2x6 strips. All these photos will be
included and available in your web gallery.
Simply Stunning Portrait Guest Book | $125
We will custom design a book with pages your guests can affix their Simply Stunning Portrait
Booth print on, with space for them to sign in with advice or well wishes. Fee includes a guest
book attendant to assist your guests and oversee the guest book.
Simply Stunning Portrait Strip Frames | $1.50 per piece
Send your guests home with their photo strip in an acrylic desktop or magnet holder. These
frames can double as favors and/or attractive seating assignment displays at the reception
Additional photographer | $775
An additional photographer will accompany Maria Strinni throughout your wedding ceremony as
well as your formal and candid portrait sessions (five hours maximum time). This service also
ensures your time is maximized during pre-ceremony preparations and portraits as Maria
captures the bride and the assistant documents the groom. This is an ideal option for late
afternoon or evening weddings to ensure all your special moments are captured in a limited time.
Rehearsal dinner coverage | $675
Full documentation of your rehearsal and rehearsal dinner will add complete coverage to your
wedding weekend package.
A fee may be added for significant travel on your behalf. Travel more than two hours from
our studio may require overnight lodging.
Most a la carte items can be added at any time. Please contact us as soon as possible if
you are considering a Second Shooter, Portrait Station Photographer/Attendent or
Rehearsal Dinner Photographer so that we may reserve appropriate staffing.
All packages and prices are subject to change at any time, but will be locked in with a signed
contract and retainer.
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